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1.  ORIENTATION 
 

Morphology is about the structure of those linguistic units which are known as WORDS. 
 

What are words?  Morphology will tell.   
This is to say:  Let’s see if, upon analysing linguistic structures in language after 
language, a kind of unit will emerge whose different instances, within and across 
languages, all have something significant in common and significantly differ from 
other kinds of units, to deserve special conceptual recognition.  
 

For the time being and to get started:  Linguistic units can be sorted in terms of their 
internal complexity, as shown in outline in the following table, and their rank on the 
hierarchy of complexity in a way defines these units relative to one another. 
 

Thus, words are units which are rather low on the hierarchy of complexity:  
they come below PHRASES and are only above MORPHEMES. 
 

Words – in the sense in which they are the subject matter of morphology:  and there 
are other senses! – are on the right-hand side of the hierarchy, on the side of units 
which have meaning, as opposed to those units (on the left) which do not have 
meaning (or rather:  are not defined through their having meaning) or only serve to 
distinguish meanings. 
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Complexity hierarchy of linguistic units:  The higher, the more complex 
 

without meaning or  
only meaning-distinguishing with meaning  
_____________________________________________________________________ 
          

 Text / Discourse 
 Paragraph / Turn  
Utterance Sentence 
I-Phrase Clause  
P-Phrase Phrase 
Word  (phonological) Word  (lexical, morphological, syntactic) 
Foot (= rhythmic unit) 
Syllable (σ;  [Onset [Nucleus Coda]Rhyme]) Morpheme  /Morph – Allomorphs/ 

? (X, = Quantity unit)   
Mora (µ, = Weight unit) 

Sound (Segment)  /Phoneme – Allophones/ 
Feature 
_____________________________________________________________________ 
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The lowest/least complex unit on the meaning side, MORPHEME (and MORPH), isn’t an 
everyday concept, or at any rate there is no word for it in everyday non-specialist 
language (at any rate not in English, German, French, Russian).  But it is a crucial 
concept for the study of language, whatever the analytical problems it sometimes 
creates.  The name for it is of Greek origin:  morphé ‘form, Gestalt’.   
 

Morph-ology, thus, is the study of form.  (Though, importantly in linguistics:  such 
forms as have meaning/grammar.)  This -ology term seems to have been coined by 
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe.  It was originally intended as a designation for the study 
of the forms of plants and animals, and it has caught on in biology.  August Schleicher 
transferred it to linguistic forms, namely the form of words. 
 

Morph-eme is, like some other technical terms for linguistic units of low complexity 
(e.g., phon-eme, graph-eme), formed with the suffix -eme, and was apparently first 
used by Leonard Bloomfield.  
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                  August Schleicher                                     Leonard Bloomfield 

(1821–1861)           (1887–1949) 
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In contrast to morpheme, the word word is familiar from everyday language:  
cf. Ger. Wort, Fr. mot, Ital. parola, Span. palabra, Russ. slovo, Malt. kelma,  
Turk. söz(-cük), ...  (Has every language a word for ‘word’?  Investigate!)   
 

(The same goes for Ger. Satz or Engl. sentence.  Does it really?   
Ger. Satz is a learned loan translation of Lat. propositio, ‘Setzung’, a concept from 
logic.  Engl. sentence is a loan from Latin via French, sententia ‘saying’.)  

  
This seeming familiarity with the word and concept word sometimes proves illusory 
once we look at word structures more closely.  It takes at least one semester of 
Morphology I, and another of Morphology II, to even begin to appreciate the true 
meaning of wordhood. 
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Even in ordinary language, there is sometimes more to word than it could seem at first 
sight.   
 

For example, in German Wort has two plurals, Wörter – Worte:   
 

  for das Wort zum Sonntag the plural is Worte, not Wörter;   
  for das Wort des Jahres the plural is Wörter.   
 
The word Wort that is relevant for morphology is the one whose plural is Wörter.   
Die Worte zum Sonntag or die Worte des Vorsitzenden Mao are ‘memorable 
utterances, sayings’;  and the biblical Im Anfang war das Wort is about concepts or 
notions, not about the words of the morphologist. 
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Homework:   
 
Find the words for ‘word’ and ‘sentence’ in some further languages and 
investigate where they come from historically and how they acquired the 
form and meaning they now have.   
 
Etymological dictionaries will help you with the second task.  But not 
always:  for Ger. Wort, Dutch woord, Engl. word, Swedish ord, Gothic 
waúrd there is a Proto-Germanic etymon, *worđa-, *u 8r 9dho- ‘speech, talk, 
utterance, word’, which within Indo-European corresponds to Latin verbum 
‘word, verb’ or Lithuanian var ̃das ‘name’;  but this is where the story ends, 
and original roots such as a verb *u 8er- ‘say, speak’ are pure speculation, 
though not implausible.  A plausible assumption is that, in Indo-European 
and elsewhere, there was a basic verb for the concept TO SPEAK/SAY, and 
that the word for ‘word’ was based on it. 
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One rank above words in the complexity hierarchy are PHRASES, consisting of words 
(more precisely:  word-forms). 
 
Delimiting words from phrases, which are the responsibility of syntax, isn’t without its 
problems either, as we will see later.  Few boundaries in linguistics are categorical: 
that between morphology and syntax certainly isn’t. 
 
Like morpheme, phrase isn’t a word familiar from everyday, non-specialist language, 
at least in languages such as German (where the corresponding technical term seems to 
be Wortgruppe).  In the intended technical sense at any rate:  in Phrasen dreschen it 
means something else.   
 
In French, phrase probably is a word familiar even to non-linguists, but here it means 
‘sentence’.  English phrase also has certain technical non-linguistic senses which are 
probably more familiar than the linguistic one. 
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What we’ll also have to look at more closely is the relationship between units on the 
left-hand and right-hand sides of the complexity hierarchy. 
   

Despite being different in their very nature there are certain preferential 
correspondences between meaningful and meaningless/meaning-distinguishing units 
listed in the same lines of the table above.  
 
Notice that a unit called word in fact shows up on the right (lexical, morphological, 
syntactic word) as well as on the left (phonological word).   
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However low the unit of words as such is on the complexity hierarchy, words aren’t all 
of the same (low degree of) complexity.  They can be 
 

•  very simple in size (measured in phonological, but also morphological terms)  
e.g.. Ger. oh, Ei, ich (one syllable), Uhu, Ende, kaputt, zwischen (two syllables),  

  Rokoko, Risiko, Amalgam, Ananas, Krokodil, Karneval, Marathon, Arena,  
  Kabeljau, Holunder, Paprika ... (three syllables), Akkordeon, Chamäleon,  
  Basilika (any others with four – other than Amerik-a, Koryphä-e, Adrenal-in, 
  Amazonas, and such?) 

 

•  but also more or less complex  
e.g. Ger. Eier, Eiern, eiern  
Ger. Donaudampfschiffahrtsgesellschaftskapitänswitwenundwaisenversicherungs- 

kassenangestellter 
Engl. antidisestablishmentarianism, anti-anti-missile missile missile ... 
Welsh Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwyllllantysiliogogogoch,  

a place name, describing the so-called place in great detail rather than just  
naming it: ‘The church of St. Mary in the hollow of white hazel trees near the  
rapid whirlpool by St. Tysilio’s of the red cave’  
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                                        Old envelope:  How many words does the address consist of?  
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Another hint:  How many words is Donaudampfschiff(f)ahrtsgesellschaft? 
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             Train station in Wales, second line for the benefit of English travellers 
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 or – the world record holder among names, according to the Guinness Book of 
Records (not always the best source for linguistic wisdom): 

 

 
 

 transliterated: 
Krungthep Mahanakhon Amonrattanakosin Mahintharayutthaya 
Mahadilokphop Noppharatratchathani Buriromudomratchaniwet 
Mahasathan Amonphiman Awatansathit Sakkathattiya Witsanu Kamprasit, 
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which is the complete, ceremonial name of Bangkok, describing this place in 
all its glory, not in Thai, but in a mixture of two Indian languages, Pali and 
Sanskrit: 
 

‘the city of angels, the great city, the eternal jewel city, the impregnable city 
of God Indra, the grand capital of the world endowed with nine precious 
gems, the happy city, abounding in an enormous Royal Palace that resembles 
the heavenly abode where reigns the reincarnated god, a city given by Indra 
and built by Vishnukam’.  
  

(Don’t be misled by the writing:  this is demonstrably really only one single 
word, just like Engl. village idiot and nuclear physicist or Ger. Donaudampf-
schiff(f)fahrtsgesellschaft are single words.  Demonstration to follow.)   
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Morphology’s chief interest is in complex words, with complexity measured 
morphologically rather than phonologically:  words consisting of parts which are 
meaningful or grammarful, and not just meaningless or meaning-distinguishing units. 
 

To make morphology even more challenging, sometimes not all of these constituent 
parts are audible or visible:   
 

e.g., the English word buy ‘Kauf’ (to give its meaning through translation into German;  
used as in This book was a good buy) is morphologically complex, being derived from 
the verb buy ‘kaufen’ – and there is no actual form component doing the converting 
from verb to noun.   The same, but with the derivation going in the other direction, 
holds for man ‘bemannen’, relative to the noun man ‘Mann, Mensch’.  The complexity 
of such words consists in their being related to, being based on another word which is 
more basic, as it were standing sponsor for them in meaning and form.   
 

Or take the German word Studi:  its two parts are both audible and visible, Stud- and -i; 
but Stud- itself is complex insofar as it is reduced from Student. 
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Otherwise morphology is simple, in principle. 
 

The structural relations between the parts of wholes on each level of the complexity 
hierarchy, on the left and the right side, including words, always reduce to these three – 
as in all other linguistic constructions (syllables, phrases, clauses, ...): 
 

•  consist of  (whole – (immediate/ultimate) part) 
•  (immediately/mediately) follow / precede 
•  influence:   require, permit, prohibit the presence of; 

require, permit, prohibit a particular form of 
 

These are all SYNTAGMATIC relations:  relations between forms as parts of constructions. 
There are also PARADIGMATIC relations:  relations between forms which cannot co-
occur as parts of constructions, but can equivalently replace one another in 
constructions. 
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Recommended reading   
 

These lecture notes and additional materials are to be found in our ILIAS folder.   
Sign up for the class at ILIAS and regularly study these things and do the exercises. 
 

We won’t be using a textbook (the lecture notes effectively are one), but there is some 
basic literature which you are expected to constantly consult.  References to more 
specialised work will be given as we go along. 
 

What is on the basic reading list is reading recommended for this present purpose.   
There is much more, but there are reasons why it is not on my list of recommended 
reading. 
 

Also, I’m limiting myself to general introductions in these recommendations:  there is 
a lot of language-particular work, too.  Inflectional morphology is usually dealt with in 
grammars;  word formation usually isn’t, but for the better-known languages there are 
usually separate books for this branch of morphology. 
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          ILIAS 
                                                                           (Trojan Horse) 
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General introductions to morphology 
 

•  Aronoff, Mark & Kirsten Fudeman. 2005. What is morphology? Oxford: Blackwell. 
•  Bauer, Laurie. 1988. Introducing linguistic morphology. Edinburgh: EUP. 
•  Booij, Geert. 2007. The grammar of words: An introduction to linguistic 

morphology. 2nd edn. Oxford: OUP. 
•  Carstairs-McCarthy, Andrew. 1992. Current morphology. London: Routledge. 
•  Fábregas, Antonio & Sergio Scalise. 2012. Morphology: From data to theories. 

Edinburgh: EUP. 
•  Haspelmath, Martin & Andrea Sims. 2010. Understanding morphology. 2nd edn. 

London: Arnold. 
•  Katamba, Francis. 1993. Morphology. London: Macmillan. 
•  Lieber, Rochelle. 2010. Introducing morphology. Cambridge: CUP. 
•  Matthews, Peter. H. 1991. Morphology: An introduction to the theory of word-

structure. 2nd edn. Cambridge: CUP. 
•  Nida, Eugene. 1949. Morphology: The descriptive analysis of words. Ann Arbor: 

University of Michigan. 
•  Payne, Thomas E. 1997. Describing morphosyntax: A guide for field linguists. 

Cambridge: CUP. 
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•  Spencer, Andrew. 1991. Morphological theory: An introduction to word structure in 
Generative Grammar. Oxford: Blackwell. 

 
Handbooks 
 

•  Booij, Geert, Christian Lehmann, & Joachim Mugdan (eds.). 2000. Morphology: An 
international handbook on inflection and word-formation. 2 volumes. Berlin: 
Walter de Gruyter.   

•  Shopen, Timothy (ed.). 1985. Language typology and syntactic description. 
Cambridge: CUP.  Especially volume 3, in which especially: Stephen R. 
Anderson, Inflectional morphology, 150-201.  Or from the second edition of this 
title, Balthasar Bickel & Johanna Nichols, Inflectional morphology.  

•  Spencer, Andrew & Arnold M. Zwicky (eds.). 1998. The handbook of morphology. 
Oxford: Blackwell.  

 
Glossary 
 

•  Bauer, Laurie. 2004. A glossary of morphology. Georgetown: Georgetown 
University Press. 
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Specialised journals 
 

•  Morphology (earlier:  Yearbook of Morphology). Dordrecht: Springer. 
•  Word Structure. Edinburgh: EUP. 
 
Journal of Morphology and International Journal of Morphology are periodicals from 
the life sciences (biology), not linguistics.  Urban Morphology isn’t linguistic either.  
Nor are Phytomorphology, Journal of Nematode Morphology and Systematics, 
Medical Molecular Morphology and several others. 
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English morphology 
 

•  Bauer, Laurie. 1983. English word-formation. Cambridge: CUP. 
•  Carstairs-McCarthy, Andrew. 2002. An introduction to English morphology. 

Edinburgh: EUP. 
•  Coates, Richard. 1999. Word structure. London: Routledge. 
 

German 
French 
Russian 
etc. 

  


